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Define your vessel’s Bottom Elevation

Make sure your microplates, slides, and other sample vessels are accurately described in Gen5. Bottom
elevation is the distance from the top of the plate carrier to the surface with samples. For imaging,
bottom elevation is the starting point for auto focus - an essential parameter.

The carrier surface and calibration
aperture are at focus position "0":
Bottom elevation is measured from 0
to the sample surface.

You need: The vessel with fixed, properly stained samples.

When
creating
a new plate type
record, save
time
by “Copy”-ing
a plate type with
similar
dimensions.

To define Bottom Elevation for your imaging vessel, perform these steps:

1. In Gen5, select System>Plate Type.

2. Highlight your plate type in the list and select View/Modify. (Or, create a new plate
record.)

3. Open the Imaging Parameters window and click - the manual-mode button.

4. Select your objective and LED filter cube. Use your strongest wavelength, (e.g. Blue
(DAPI) or Green (GFP)).

5. Run Auto Expose and then FM Scan. When you get a defined peak: click Set Focus
Height to Max FM Ratio.

6. Click Save Settings. Gen5 will update the Bottom Elevation value.

Good results: a well-defined peak. Save these settings for
your plate type.

Bad results: insufficient range; peak not found. To get
better results, expand the Scan Distance under Advanced
Options and rerun the FM Scan.
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Adjust the Correction Collar

You must adjust the correction collar on high-power objectives, 20x, 40x, and 60x, to match the bottom
thickness of the sample vessel. If the collar is improperly adjusted images will be blurry and auto focus
may have difficulty.

20x Objectives: uninstalled and installed

1. First, set the correction collar to the appropriate value from this table:

Plate Type Typical Bottom Thickness

Glass-bottom microplate 0.17 mm

Cover slip 0.17 mm

Plastic microplate 0.5 mm

Low-density microplate up to 1.0 mm

These are typical
bottom
thicknesses.
Check your plate
manufacturer's
specifications for
the actual
bottom
thickness.

2. Reinstall the objective in the reader.

3. In Gen5, click and try to focus on a sample: Run Find Image.

4. If images are still blurry, use the Focus "Seek " controls
to manually focus on the well. Record the "Current
position" when you are happy with the image. Auto
Expose may help find focus.

5. Run FM Scan and record Current position at the peak
value.
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If the FM scan peak value doesn't match the manual focus value (by more than a few microns), the
correction collar is not properly set. It may only need a minor adjustment and the optimal setting can be
anywhere between the numbers and notches on the collar:

l Turn the collar to a lower number if the FM scan peak is higher than the manual focus value.

l Turn the collar to a higher number if the FM peak is lower than manual focus value.

Redo this step for new or different vessels, as needed.

In manual mode, select a readable well before selecting the high-power objective. And, use the
focus controls, rather than Auto Focus, for the best results.

40X and 60X Objectives: Limitation

96- and 24-well plate maps when using a high-power objective (40x or 60x)

Depending on the vessel, 40x and 60x objectives may not be able to capture images of all wells or
sections of the vessel. Keep this in mind when you are plating your samples.

Gen5 identifies this limitation in the plate map:

l X to show when no part of the well can be imaged;

l O to show when only a portion of the well can be imaged.

To view the plate map in manual mode, clickWell.

To view the plate map in experiment mode:

1. Create a Procedure and select the Plate Type.
2. Click Read, and set Image as the detection method.

3. Set the Objective to 40x or 60x (phase or standard) and click Full Plate.
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Changing the Objectives and LED Cubes & Filter Cubes

Swap the objectives and/or the LED cubes and imaging filter cubes when needed. To prevent over
powering the LED cubes, you must first tell the Cytation which LED cube configurations are going to be
installed.

Important: Wear gloves when changing components to avoid soiling them.

Step 1: Update Gen5 Settings
First, use Gen5 to update the Cytation ’s onboard settings:

1. In Gen5, select System>Instrument Configuration. Double-click the Cytation item and click
Setup. Click the Imaging Configuration tab.

2. Set the objective, LED cube, and filter cube configurations for your components.

Best practice: Install the lowest power objective in position #1.

3. In the Objective Configuration area, click Move to Access Position.
4. When defined, click Send Values. (Keep this Gen5 window open until the rest of the procedure is

completed.)

Note: If you are only changing objectives, and not the imaging cubes, it is not necessary to turn off
the Cytation .

Step 2: Physically install components
1. Power off the instrument to install objectives, LED cubes, and filter cubes to their pre-configured

locations.

2. Open the reader's side door.
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LED-Filter Cubes:

Tools: 3/32 hex/Allen wrench

1. Reach in and pull out the filter slide.

2. Place the new LED cube in the defined position
(Position 1, 2, 3, or 4).

3. Use the hex wrench to screw the LED cube into
the filter slide.

4. Plug the LED's wire connector into the socket on
the circuit board.

5. Place the imaging filter cube on top of the
LED cube and screw it to the LED cube.

Objectives:

l Screw each objective into its defined position.

l Do NOT over tighten!

Important: Be sure to Adjust the Correction Collar as shown on page 3 to match your sample vessel.

Step 3. Run Auto Calibration
1. Turn on the Cytation. Expect to hear a chirping sound indicating that calibration is not completed.

Press the plate carrier eject button to silence the alarm.

2. On Gen5's Imaging Configuration tab, click Auto Calibration.

This will take several minutes.

Autocal Without Pausing lets you walk away from the reader during
calibration, (i.e., user interaction is not needed to complete the process). When not all components have
been changed, Quick Calibration saves time by only calibrating the new components.
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Best choice: Manual-mode or Experiment-mode?

Choose the imaging mode that best fits your needs:

l Manual-mode: to capture images for analysis with an external software program. It is also a good
starting point to fine-tune focusing and determine the best parameters to apply in an experiment.

l Experiment-mode: to capture multiple images and analyze them with Gen5; for high-throughput
multi-plate processing and analysis.

Manual Mode

Hint: Humans
prefer brighter
images, while
cameras prefer
dimmer images.
Opt for dimmer
images for the best
cellular analysis
results.

Whenever you see the manual-mode microscope button, you can manually focus on a
sample. It is offered in several places, like in the Plate Type database record described
above, because it helps determine optimal parameters. However, manual mode does
not let you save the settings for use in an experiment.

Generally, you’ll get the best results in manual mode by employing this iterative
process:

1. Click and select an Objective and Color (imaging cubes).

2. Click Find Image. Gen5 automatically exposes and then focuses on the well. This
may take several seconds.

3. If images are not at the desired focus, try increasing the Exposure settings and run
FM Scan. When you find a good peak: Set Focus Height to Max FM Ratio.

4. If necessary, use the Auto Expose and Auto Focus controls to slightly adjust the
settings until you are satisfied with the quality of the image, going back and forth
between expose and focus.
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< Capture
image

< Delete image

< Open or
import an image:
most TIF files from
most sources.

You can save up
to 4 images of each
well in single-image
mode. Multiple
images can be
analyzed stand-alone,
or in a montage or Z-
stack.

5. When you have captured the images you want to save or analyze, click
Review/Save.

6. Click the Analyze button to proceed. See Cellular Analysis on the next page.

Experiment Mode

Choose experiment mode when you need to capture numerous images and analyze them with Gen5.
Within an experiment, you can use manual-mode to get the desired focus parameters and then save the
parameters for this and future runs. Use experiment mode for multiple plate processing.

Cellular Analysis and Image Statistics: in an experiment, define Data Reduction steps to analyze
the cells in each well of the vessel.

l Image Statistics include mean, minimum and maximum intensity, standard deviation, saturated
pixel percentage, and so on.

l Cellular Analysis includes cell count, object size, object area, object circularity, and so on, and
offers Sub-population analysis based on user-defined conditions.

Recommended method for creating an experiment (when you have plated your samples):

1. In the Task Manager, select Experiment>Create New… and opt for a Standard protocol.

2. Click Procedure and specify the Plate Type (and lid?).
3. Click Read and select Image for the Detection Method.

4. Select the Objective to use and define a plate map or keep the Full Plate.
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5. Choose the Color LED cube and filter cube for up to 4 channels.

6. ClickWells to use Auto Exposure and select both positive and negative wells
(highest and lowest intensity) for the best auto exposure results.

l When choosing wells for auto exposure,
click a column or row header to choose
that entire block.

l Alternatively, click to launch
manual mode and choose optimal
exposure settings for each channel.

7. Now, you can process all your sample vessels/plates using the optimal settings.

Cellular Analysis

(top of the ) Analyze Tool screen

See suggestions for altering
Analysis settings to improve
performance under Fix
Focusing Problems on page 40

1. In the Analyze Tool, select Cellular Analysis in the top left corner.

2. Customize the Parameters to identify the objects of interest in your sample.
Set the Threshold to limit items based on their pixel intensity, and the
minimum and maximum object size to best match your analysis goals.

3. Click Start to generate results.

Line Profile

B&C control

After reviewing the results, and using the analysis controls, like the Line
Profile to determine the optimal threshold and object size values, you can
change the parameters and rerun the analysis: click Start again to apply a
nuclear mask to the image.
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Use the Parameters to apply
a nuclear mask to the image.
Then, use the results of the
analysis to design
Subpopulation analysis.

4. Use the Brightness & Contrast controls, if necessary, when analyzing a
sample to improve the on-screen image, to make the background black and
to optimize the foreground. This will not affect the analysis results.

5. You can use the quick export buttons to save an image and/or its
analysis results to Excel. This can be useful for fine-tuning your Experiment
settings.

Subpopulation Analysis: Result Options

Gen5 Image+ software required

l click on a cell in the image, or,

l click on a row in the table.

l click a column header in the table to
change its sort order to that value.

l select multiple rows in the table to
highlight those cells in the image
(press Ctrl to choose nonadjacent
rows).

Click Result options... in the top left corner of the screen in Cellular
Analysis mode to define a subpopulation analysis condition.

Object Details: To determine useful conditions for analysis, use the Object details panel
in analysis mode. It works both ways: you can highlight a cell in the
image or a row in the table to pinpoint results.

1. Click Result options... to add a subpopulation analysis to the results.

2. Use the All and None buttons at the top of the screen as needed to
select elements to report on.

3. Click the Add button to define a condition.

4. Assign a Name to the results set.
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5. In the Object metrics field, highlight the element to evaluate and click Add Condition.

6. In the Edit Condition window, use the drop-down to select the function and enter a value or limit;
enter whole numbers only with no commas. Click OK to exit.

7. In Cellular Analysis mode, click the Start button to rerun analysis and report the results of the
condition.

Important: Keep in mind the difference between using Parameters to apply the nuclear mask to the
image (e.g., Threshold) and analyzing subpopulations based on certain conditions found in the analysis
results. For example, you can use the Line Profile tool to determine an optimal intensity threshold (to
ignore objects that are not of interest). After the cells are identified, the Object results table helps
you define subpopulation conditions.

Stacked Subpopulation Criteria: When multiple conditions must apply to generate useful results, for
example, objects of interest must be both a certain size and within a certain intensity range, you can Add
Conditions for each criterion.
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Experiment Mode: Define Data Reduction steps to perform this analysis in an experiment. Gen5 will
report the analysis for all the wells in your sample vessel.
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Bright Field Imaging

Bright Field, one of the color
channels available in Cytation,
uses transmitted light to image
samples. Bright field is ideal for
live cell, label-free assays and
commonly used for qualitative
assessment of cell populations.
Bright Field can be combined with
fluorescent imaging to better
define sample contours.

Note: Opaque lids are not compatible with Bright Field image capture.

Optimize Bright-field Auto Focus

Advanced options are available to improve auto focus in the bright field channel.

Manual Mode Experiment Mode

Click Advanced options in manual mode. Click Options for the channel in the imaging read step.

De-select "Use default focus options" to activate the fields, and choose the Focus method.
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Optimize Bright-field Analysis

Gen5 can invert dark and bright pixels in a bright field image to improve analysis: select Bright objects
on a dark background

Manual Mode Experiment Mode

Define Parameters in Cellular Analysis mode. Select Data Reduction and add a Cellular Analysis
step.

This pixel inversion helps Gen5 to better count small objects in bright field during analysis, but does not
alter the image.

See Digital Phase Contrast below for another method of improving bright field images.

Digital Phase Contrast

Gen5 Image+ software required

Bright Field images may be improved by Digital Phase Contrast processing, especially when using
96- or 384-well plates.

Digital phase contrast eliminates the "meniscus effect" that occurs in transmitted-light imaging (e.g.
Phase Contrast and Bright Field) in high-density plates. Digital phase contrast corrects the uneven
illumination and halo effect that is otherwise observed.

Gen5 performs three steps to apply digital phase contrast to acquired images:

1. Inverts the brightfield image (making it look like a phase contrast image)

2. Filters the image using a "Structuring Element Size."

3. Adjusts the image contrast.

You may obtain better results when using 96- or 384-well plates by acquiring Bright Field images and
processing them with "digital phase contrast than acquiring images in standard Phase Contrast mode.
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How to apply Digital Phase Contrast:

After acquiring a bright field image(s), Gen5
provides the ability to process them with Digital
Phase Contrast.

To apply a Digital Phase Contrast:

l In Manual Mode, click Add step in the Image
Processing area (shown below).

l In Experiment Mode, define a Data
Reduction step (shown right).

Manual Mode

After adding a processing step, reselect the
"Starting image" (as shown above) to reset the
Add step option.

Experiment Mode

Set the Structuring Element Size

Set the Structuring element size to match the
size of the objects of interest in the image.

l Too large = geometric artifacts will distort
the image.

l Too small = true signal in the sample will be
lost.

Note: the bigger the element size the longer
processing takes.

Create multiple steps, each using a different
Structuring Element Size, to be able to quickly
evaluate the results of each size and choose the best
one for your samples.

Note: Gen5's Data Reduction control let's you
create Image Analysis steps to perform on the
digitally enhanced image(s).
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Phase Contrast

Phase Contrast is only supported in specific Cytation 5 models equipped with the required components,
e.g. CYT5MPV.

In Gen5, Phase Contrast is offered as a color channel. Phase Contrast takes advantage of the differences
in "refractive indexes" (or scattered light) of elements in the sample to improve viewing of cells without
stains or dyes. Like brightfield imaging, it can be combined with fluorescent imaging to better define
sample contours. A "Phase" objective and a corresponding "condenser annulus" are required to capture
images in this mode.

Phase Contrast Optical Path

condenser
annulus

phase ring or
plate

Scattered rays are affected by the sample,
while "incident illumination," or light
unaffected by the sample, is absorbed and
phase shifted by the objective phase ring.
The combination of scattered and phase
shifted light results in the phase contrast
image.

Phase Contrast is recommended for live cells, unstained cells. It increases cellular contrast compared to
bright field and color bright field. It is not recommended for 96- and 384-well plates due to the meniscus
effect.

If you experience problems acquiring images in the Phase Contrast color channel, follow the
calibration instructions provided with the operator's manual.
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Color Bright Field Imaging

Cytation 5 Only

Color brightfield is recommended for samples that variably absorb light at different wavelengths, like
H&E slides, colorimetric dyes, and naturally colored samples.

Color Bright Field Optical Path

Cytation uses 3 color LEDs to generate color brightfield images: red, green, blue (RGB). (Standard
brightfield uses a white LED.)

Color brightfield uses the red, green, and blue illumination in sequence, and combines the three images
into a single color image. This method produces higher resolution images compared to a color camera.
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Color Bright Field Controls

In Manual Mode, select the Color Bright Field option from the Color list, and click Find Image:

l Use theWell button to select the slide or well, and use the small and large step controls to move
around the sample to find areas of interest.

l Exposure is done by the system to ensure proper white balance in all three RGB channels.

l If necessary, use the Focus controls to improve the sharpness of the image.

l Take advantage of the B&C (brightness and contrast) control to improve the image, if
necessary.

l In manual mode, a captured image is a composite of three images, one for each RGB color.
When saving an image for analysis (rather than for presentation), you must save each color
individually.
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Color brightfield can be used in montage and Z-stack in
both manual and experiment mode.

Advanced Options

While Gen5 performs auto exposure in color brightfield,
some fine-tuning may be needed for thick samples that
appear too dark. Increase the "Target exposure %" in
this case to 85-90%. Conversely, if the image is too
bright, try decreasing the target exposure percentage.

Make sure the samples have been properly prepared.

In the above sample tissue sections, only the reagent's pH was different during preparation, but the
outcome was significant. Closely follow guidelines when preparing H&E slides for the best image
capture.

Note: Zeiss 2.5X Objective is not recommended for color brightfield applications.
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Montage Imaging

The Cytation offers the ability to capture an image montage. A
montage captures a large area in multiple image segments (or
tiles). Montage is a good choice when:

l Many cells are required for analysis purposes, like "rare
event" biology,

l Large objects span outside the field-of-view of the objective,
like zebrafish embryos,

l Live cell kinetics cause cells to move into and out of fields-
of-view,

l Analyzing tissue sections, like H&E slides.
Montage: Choose the montage mode to capture a sample in multiple segments. Gen5 supports up to 15
x 15 image tiles in a montage. Montage imaging is available in both manual and experiment modes.

The segments or tiles can be viewed, analyzed, and saved individually. When Gen5 analyzes the
montage, it adds or averages the values of each individual segment to report whole-image analysis
results. (Some objects may be double counted.)

Image Stitching: Individual tiles (images) in the montage can be stitched together to make a whole
single image. After Gen5 converts the montage to one stitched image, Gen5 analyzes the stitched
image as a single image. (Individual objects in tiles are not double counted.)

For Image Stitching, Gen5 Image+ software is required.

Elements of a Montage

Gen5 creates a montage by capturing multiple segments called tiles.

The maximize size of the montage is limited to 15x15 tiles.

l In manual mode, you select the whole area of interest to be captured in the montage and the software
calculates the number of tiles needed to make the whole image.

l In experiment mode, you define the matrix, the number of rows and columns.

Three methods of capturing the montage are
available:
l No overlap:Tiles do not overlap.

l Auto for stitching:Tiles overlap by 10%.

l Custom: Tiles overlap by a user-specified
value.

Max number of tiles is 15 x 15
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Example below shows a 2x2 montage of a large sample field with 4 cells.

4 images are taken with No Overlap

Two objects in each tile, 8 objects total in 4 tiles

Montage of those four images taken with no overlap

Objects that fall on the borders of adjacent tiles can have jagged edges and distorted
form. Gen5 would count 8 cells in this montage.
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When montage is stitched, Gen5 creates one single image:

Gen5 will count 4 objects in the stitched image.

Objects in a stitched image based on a montage with no overlap may appear jagged and distorted,
and a single object may even appear as multiple objects. Applying an overlap is recommended for
higher quality stitched images. Gen5 uses a cross-correlation method to blend individual tiles into
one smooth image. In this case, the final stitched image (with Auto for stitching) will look like this:
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Montage and Image Stitching in Gen5

Montage in Manual Mode

After focusing on your sample in manual mode,
set the Imaging Mode to Image montage.

Use the field-of-view navigation controls to
identify the boundaries of the sample you want
to capture.

For each of the border parameters, Top,
Bottom, Right, Left, navigate to the desired
edge of the image and click "Set."

To review your settings, click the icon with
the double arrow next to the boundary position
button.

Best practice: set boundaries as close as
possible to the edges of the object of interest.

After defining the area you want to
capture, click the camera button. Because
"Auto for stitching" is the default setting, the
tiles will have a 10% overlap.

Note: Depending on the size and complexity of your
sample, capturing the montage may take several
minutes. See below for how to speed up the process.

After defining the capture area for a montage in manual
mode, you can edit some of the parameters, including
the Tile Overlap percentage for stitching.

If you are using manual mode to determine the
best parameters to apply in an experiment, click the
Edit Imaging Step button and jot down the
parameters to apply when defining a Read Step.
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Montage in Experiment Mode

In the Procedure, create an imaging read
step but select Image Montage instead
of single image.

Define the capture area of the montage in
the bottom portion of the Read Step by
specifying the number of rows and
columns required to cover the area of
interest.

In experiment mode, you can specify
an offset from the center of the well as the
capture area.

Viewing Montage and Stitched Image

Viewing Individual Tiles

After capturing the montage image, Gen5 presents a
special Control box to let you view the whole raw
image (unstitched) or an individual tile:

l All positions: click this button to display the entire
montage.

l Click a tile in the control to display that segment of
the montage. Each tile represents a tile in the
montage.

Note: the Montage Control is only presented when the
raw montage is open. It closes when a stitched image is
being viewed.

B&C (brightness and contrast): you can fine-tune
the brightness and contrast in montage mode. First,
select a tile in the Montage Control. Apply the B&C
options to the selected segment, keeping the default
"Do for all channels" option on. Then, return to the
Montage Control to show "All positions." The
B&C adjustment is applied to the whole image. You can
also correct B&C in a stitched image.
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Image Stitching
Gen5 Image+ software required

By default, Gen5 captures a montage image with a setting
of "Auto for stitching," which makes it easier to apply a
stitching method to the montage after capture.

To stitch the montage images together for better viewing:
l In Manual Mode, click Add step in the Image
Processing area (shown below).

l In Experiment Mode, define a Data Reduction
step (shown right).

Manual Mode

Experiment Mode

Gen5 offers several "fusion" methods to stitch images in
a montage. Linear Blend is typically the most effective
method, and the default choice. You may want to
experiment with the other methods to confirm the best
option for your needs.

l Registration channel: Choose the strongest
signal.

l Downsize stitched image: Optional, but
recommended, reducing the file size may help
improve overall computer performance, especially
in the long term.

To test different fusion methods: click Edit Settings to
open the window and select a different fusion method.
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Fixing Montage/Stitching Problems

Poor Cross-Correlation

To correct "poor cross-correlation" in a stitched
image, define a Custom tile overlap in the read step.
Select:

l Edit Imaging Step in manual mode,

l Read Step in experiment mode.

Auto for stitching: Gen5 defines a 10% overlap or 75
μm, whichever is greater, with its default setting.

Custom: lets you specify the overlap percentage.
Increase the percentage to 20-30% to avoid poor cross-
correlation.

Sample of stitched image with poor cross-
correlation

In the stitched image above with the poor cross-
correlation results, the montage images (tiles)
were taken with a 10% overlap.

When the images were taken with a Custom
20% overlap (shown left), Gen5 generated the
same stitched image with smoothed transitions
between tiles.
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Montage Takes Too Long?

Click Advanced options at the bottom of the Read Step (in experiment mode) or Edit Imaging Step (in
manual mode):

1. Reduce the Delay after plate movement setting.

2. Turn on Only auto focus on center of montage.
Typically these changes save 30-40 minutes on a 3-hour imaging read.
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Image Z-Stacking

Z-stacking (or focus stacking) captures multiple images in multiple z-axis (or focal) planes. Use Z-
stacking when analyzing:

l thick samples like spheroids and tumoroid colonies,

l hanging-drop assays,

l whole organisms like zebrafish and C.Elegans,

l assays run in matrigel, like angiogenesis and tube formation.

With these types of samples, multiple images (slices) must be acquired by moving the objective in the z-
axis. After acquisition, Gen5 lets you view, analyze, and save individual slices (images). Gen5 can also
combine the slices (or a subset of slices) into a 3D "Z-Projection."

Recommendation: First use Manual Mode to determine the optimal parameters for acquiring a z-
stack of your sample. Then, apply those parameters in an experiment (Experiment Mode).

Best practice: match the Z-stack step size to the objective's depth-of-field. Gen5 behaves this way
by default: determining the number of steps or slices to be captured based on the selected objective.

To create a Z-Projection, Gen5 offers multiple "Methods" that use different algorithms for selecting the
most in-focus elements of the z-stack slices. The best method varies depending on the images captured
and the final analysis required. Conveniently, Gen5 makes it easy to compare the output of various
methods.

For Z-Projection, Gen5 Image+ software is required.
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Z-Stacking Example

The drawing above illustrates the elements required to acquire a z-stack.

The starting point for defining the height of the sample is the Bottom Elevation of the plate type. This
example uses a 35 mm Petri dish with a bottom elevation of 1870 µm (above the carrier surface).

In Manual Mode, the lowest point of interest in the sample was found at 1770 µm, so this was set as the
bottom of the stack (Set Bottom). The highest point of interest in the sample was found at 2170 µm,
thus, Set Top. Gen5 calculated and applied a -100 Offset from the bottom elevation.

Gen5 determined the sample thickness to be 400 µm from the Top and Bottom settings, and since best
practice is to match the Step size to the objective's depth-of-field, (53 µm in this case), calculated the
"Number of slices" (9) needed to capture the z-stack.

To capture the same z-stack in Experiment Mode, we applied the parameters found in Manual Mode.

Capturing a Z-Stack

Good to know before you begin:

l In both manual mode and experiment mode, Gen5's starting point for a z-stack acquisition is the
Bottom Elevation of the selected plate type. Make sure your vessel's bottom elevation is correctly
defined: See Define your vessel’s Bottom Elevation on page 2.

l Gen5 defines the capture height of the z-stack as the "sample thickness."
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Manual Mode Z-Stack

Focus Controls

1. After selecting the objective and color
channel(s), change the Imaging Mode to
Image Z-Stack.

2. If needed, set the exposure or Auto Expose.

3. Use the Focus Seek control buttons (shown
above) or the joystick (not shown) to find the
Top and Bottom z-axis positions that best
define the sample area you want to capture.

l Gen5 initially sets the Current position to
match the bottom elevation value of your
"plate type." Depending on your assay, this
may also be a good bottom position for the z-
stack.

l Gen5 always shows the Current position as
you move in the z-axis.

When you define the capture height for a z-stack,
Gen5 determines theSample thickness.

Note: we are using a 35 mm petri dish with a bottom
elevation of 1870 µm in this example.

4. Click the "Set" button for each position when you have found the lowest and highest in-focus images
of the sample.

5. After defining the capture height, click the camera button.

Based on your capture height and the objective depth-of-field (or step size), Gen5 determines the sample
thickness and sets the number of slices required to capture the whole sample.
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If you are using manual mode to determine
the best parameters to apply in an experiment,
click the Edit Imaging Step button and jot down
the parameters to apply when defining a Read
Step.

To create an experiment with the same results as
your manual mode session, make note of these
items in the Edit Imaging Step:

l Number of slices

l Sample thickness

l Then, click Options for the first color
channel to find the Offset (µm) that Gen5
calculated for the Fixed focal height. The
offset is the distance from the bottom
elevation to the Set Bottom z-height.

Step size is set by the objective.

Experiment Mode Z-Stack

In the Procedure, create an
imaging read step, as usual,
but select Image Z-Stack
instead of single image.

Gen5 lets you define the
capture height for the z-stack
with several controls:

l Step size: defaults to the
depth-of-field of the
objective; it can be
changed if needed;

l Number of slices: defines
the Sample thickness.

l Focus point: by default,
the Bottom position is the
focus point. You can use
the slider or the number of
Images below focus
point to define an
alternative capture range.

Flexible tools for defining the capture height for a Z-stack
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To create an experiment with
the same results as your
manual mode session (as
mentioned earlier), input these
values in the Read Step:

l Number of slices
l Then, click Options for the
first color channel to enter
the Offset (µm) that Gen5
calculated for the Fixed
focal height.

l If applicable, Gen5 sets
subsequent color channels to
use the focal height from the
first channel.

Verify that the Sample thickness matches the manual mode value.

Viewing a Z-Stack

After capture, Gen5 presents a Z-Stack Control. You can use:

l the slider or the scroll buttons to display one slice at a time in
sequence,

l Min, Max, or Focus buttons to immediately display that slice,

l Z Slide Show to view the slices like a slide show. (Select this
tab to stop the slide show.)

B&C (brightness and contrast): you can fine-tune the
brightness and contrast in the z-stack. Keep the default "Do for
all channels" option on for best results.

In manual mode, you can analyze or save a single slice as a stand-alone image.

In experiment mode, set the plate's Matrix
Data to "Picture" without a ZProj label to open the Z-Stack Control and view the individual slices.
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Creating a Z-Projection
Gen5 Image+ software required

After acquiring a z-stack, Gen5 can
combine the slices (images) into a 3D
composite or Z-Projection. All or a
selected subset of the slices in the z-
stack can be included in the projection.

To create a Z-Projection:
l In Manual Mode, click Add step in
the Image Processing area (shown
below).

l In Experiment Mode, define a Data
Reduction step (shown right).

Manual Mode

After adding a processing step, reselect
the "Starting image" (as shown above)
to reset the Add step option.

Experiment Mode

Create multiple Z-Projections, each using a different
method, to be able to quickly evaluate the results of each
method and choose the best one for your samples.

Note: After a Z Projection step is defined, Gen5's Data
Reduction control let's you create Image Analysis steps to
perform on the Z-Projection.
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Specify Method and Slices for Z-
Projection

1. In the Z Projection window, select
a color Channel. For a multi-
channel z-stack, click the + tab for
each additional color. Gen5 will
supply the subsequent channel and
set it to "Use settings of channel
1." (The example right shows Color
Bright Field.)

2. Select a Method. (You may need
to experiment with the various
methods to determine which is
best.)

3. Use the Top and Bottom slice
scroll buttons or the slider to limit
the projection to a subset of slices.

Gen5 can perform image analysis on
the Z-Projection in both manual and
experiment modes. The Z-Projection is
treated like any other single image.

Troubleshooting: Make sure all your objectives and LED and Filter Cubes are calibrated if you
experience problems capturing z-stack images. Select System>Instrument Configuration. Double-
click the Cytation item and click Setup. Click the Imaging Configuration tab, and rerun Auto
Calibration. This may take several minutes to complete.
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Hit Picking

Gen5 Image+ software required

To save time, expense, file storage space, and
other resources, Gen5 lets you set up an
experiment that first screens samples using a
standard read step, and then only captures
images of the samples that meet certain criteria,
like RFU intensity. Gen5 calls this "hit picking."

1. In an experiment or protocol, define the
Procedure: select Hit Pick under Process
Mode.

2. Select a read method for screening the
samples.

3. Define the "Initial read step" as usual,
selecting parameters that best reflect your
criterion for imaging samples.

4. For the hit-pick criteria choose either a fixed
RFU intensity threshold to identify samples
that are greater or lesser than the value; or
choose Statistic to base selection on the
mean intensity value of certain wells in the
plate.

l Set 0 standard deviations to select only wells
that match the mean;

l Alternatively, apply 1.0-5.0 standard
deviations above (plus) or below (minus) the
mean to select wells.
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5. Now, define your imaging read as you normally would.

Review the results of your experiment in the plate matrix (see example below). Only the wells that met
your criteria are reported in the imaging matrix. Results for all wells are reported in the standard
fluorescence read.

Imaging is only performed on the wells that match hit-pick criteria.
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Saving Your Images

Imaging generates much larger data files than fluorescence (RFU) and absorbance (OD) reads. Each
individual image file is approximately 2.1 MB. A 3-color, 4x4 montage of a single well creates a file size
about 100 MB. This quickly multiplies in a 96-well plate scan, potentially generating files around 9.6 GB.
So it is important to develop a file storage plan to prevent losing data.

Important: Consult with your IT (information technology) department to design and implement a file
storage strategy. Issues to consider include storage location, file-naming conventions, backup
frequency, and user access.

BioTek Recommendations:

l Follow instructions in Gen5's Help to "Define the Virtual Memory Settings" to optimize memory
paging size. Also see: "Optimizing Imaging Performance."

l Keep All Files Local: If it is compatible with your work flow and work rules, store all your
experiment and image files locally on your computer's hard drive using either the Windows file
system or Gen5 local database. Make sure the hard drive has the capacity to store all the images,
including a 20 GB virtual memory reserve. Consider attaching an auxiliary storage device to your
computer to expand its capacity. With your IT department, develop a plan to backup (or archive)
and/or share the files by transferring them to a network or external drive (see guidelines below).

l On a Secure Network Drive: If you have a reliable system network and multiple users need to
access the Gen5 experiment files and images, put them on a shared drive: use Gen5's Shared
database (System>Preferences>File Storage) for your experiment and protocol files and create
the Gen5 Image Library on the same network drive as the shared database.

Important: If your network is not trouble-free, i.e. network crashes or errors occur with some
regularity, then "Keep All Files Local." This is the best way to avoid data losses.

l Turn off some automated features: In both cases, network or local, turn off the computer's
auto-update routines, virus scans, or other power settings that can interrupt a Gen5 experiment.
This is especially important when running kinetic or time-elapse assays.

l Disable Caching: When using a network drive to store experiment files and the image library, ask
your IT team to consider this recommendation to reduce the chance of losing data during a network
interruption: disabling file caching on the Windows file system.

Set Up the Gen5 Image Library

Gen5 provides two ways to define the file naming and location of generated files:

l Global setting: to apply the naming convention and file storage locations to all image files by
default, select System>Preferences>Image Save Options (under Initial Protocol Settings).

l Per Protocol setting (described below): to override the global setting, apply distinct save options to
image files, or to reconnect an experiment with its images.
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Apply global file naming and storage locations to all captured images.

Images acquired with a Gen5 experiment are saved in TIF format by default. TIF format allows for re-
analysis at a later point in Gen5 or analysis with third party software, like ImageJ.

More info: search for "Image Save Options" in Gen5's Help for additional information.
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Reconnect Experiment and Image Files After Moving or Archiving

Whenever image files are moved, to share them with colleagues or save them in a secure location, for
example, you must update the link between the experiment and the images it generated.

Always move the top-level
"experiment" folder in the image
library when moving images; it will
contain the "plate" folder that
contains the image files. Then re-
link the Gen5 experiment to its
corresponding experiment image
folder.

To link the Experiment to Images:

1. Save the experiment file and images folder together to the new location.

l When using Gen5 Shared or Local Database: use Gen5's System>Maintain Files tool to export
experiment files.

l Find the corresponding image folder in the Gen5 Image Library.
2. After moving the folders and

files to the new location, open
the experiment in Gen5.

3. Select Protocol> Protocol
Options>Image Save
Options.

4. Click Select new image
folder and set to the location
to the image folder that was
moved in step 1.

5. Re-Save your experiment.
This could take a few
minutes.

Important: Be careful to select the top level experiment image folder, not the "Plate" folder, when
reconnecting the experiment to its images.
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Fix Focusing Problems

Potential cures for focusing issues include:

l Define your vessel’s Bottom Elevation on page 2 - because Gen5 uses the "bottom elevation" setting
as its starting point for auto focus, it is essential to ensure it is correctly defined.

l Adjust the Correction Collar on page 3 - when using high-magnification objectives, 40x and 60x,
make sure the objective's "correction collar" is properly set for the plate type you are using.

Try a different Auto Focus Method

Review the 5 options for auto focus to determine if an alternate method is a better choice for your
application. See Auto Focus Methods on page 42.

Adjust Auto Focus Parameters

Still blurry? Change the

l If the signal is relatively uniform across the image: decrease to 25-50%.

l If the image intensity is highly variable: increase to 80-100%. This will force the focus algorithm to
target dimmer objects and ignore bright objects, which may be impeding focus.

Clean the bottom of the plate!

Use a Kimwipe® or other lint-free cloth to clean the plate bottom.

Remove any condensation from the bottom of the plate.

Properly plate the cells:

Make sure your cells are properly plated. BioTek
provides guidelines in an application note titled:
Automated Tissue Culture Cell Fixation and Staining in
Microplates. Find this note and other helpful
information at BioTek's website.

Search for app notes and other resources at:
www.biotek.com\resources

http://www.biotek.com/resources/articles/cell-migration-high-density-cell-exclusion-assay-microplate-imager.html
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Speed Up Focusing Process

Open the "Read" step
in your experiment
and clickOptions

Imaging: Advanced Options

Save time by speeding up the focusing process in your experiments:

1. Open the READ step and click Options for the channel, (DAPI in above image).

2. De-select Use default focus options, if necessary.

3. Under Auto-Exposure Options, reduce the Target exposure % to between 35-45. This will
slightly underexpose images but retain sufficient dynamic range.

4. Set the Integration threshold (msec) to 50. This saves acquisition time by first forcing increased
Camera Gain and LED intensity.

5. Change Focus method to "Auto focus without optional scan."
6. Change the % of capture exposure for focus to 50.

7. Apply these settings to other channels by setting them to: Focal height from first channel
(+ offset).
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Auto Focus Methods

Cytation uses "image-based" auto focus to find the best focused image before taking the a picture. Gen5
offers five focus methods:

Auto Focus
Method

Quick Description

1 Auto Focus with
optional scan

Gen5's default option guarantees the best results, but when a scan is
needed it may take a long time.

2 Scan then AF Guarantees best results in difficult conditions in a shorter time.

3 AF without Scan Fastest method when focus settings are already proven to produce good
images.

4 Brightfield AF Best choice for Bright Field imaging.

5 User-Trained AF Most reliable method for uncommon applications. (See User-Trained Auto
Focus on page 45.)

Methods 1-3 work well with images that produce a well-defined focus metric curve with a single peak,
which is typical for fluorescence imaging. Method 4 is designed to work with brightfield imaging where a
typical focus metric ratio curve has two adjacent peaks of similar magnitude. Method 5 lets the user
select where the image is taken; Gen5 keeps track of it relative to a focus metric curve.

More on Auto Focus Methods

Methods 1, 2, 3

During auto focus in methods 1, 2, and 3, Gen5 moves the objective along the z-axis, takes three images
and calculates the focus metric ratio for each image. From this information, Gen5 guesses where the
focus metric will reach maximum (best image), moves the objective to that position and takes the next
image. The process stops when no significant improvement to the focal metrics can be achieved. A final
image is taken with the objective at that z-axis position. This auto focus process can be called a
“Search.”

Auto focus always starts at the vessel’s Bottom Elevation parameter, making it essential to correctly
set this value. See Define your vessel’s Bottom Elevation on page 2.

Sometimes the initial estimate for the auto focus starting point may be wrong and the simple auto focus
routine (Search, described above) fails. In this case, a wide focus metric scan can be performed to find a
z-location where the focus metric reaches its maximum. This process is called a "Scan." The z-location
found during Scan is used as the starting point for the next "Refined Search."

In summary, the first three methods run as follow:

1. Auto focus with optional scan (default): Search > (if fails, then Scan+Refined Search)

2. Scan and then auto focus: always (Scan+Refined Search)
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3. Auto focus without optional scan: Search only

Method 4

During auto focus in brightfield, a wide scan is performed to identify the regions of two peaks of the
focus metric ratio curve. Then, a second more refined scan is performed to identify the second peak. The
final picture is taken at the second peak of focus metric scan.

Method 5

User-trained auto focus works best with images with focus metric (FM) ratio curves of somewhat
irregular but reproducible form from sample to sample. The FM ratio curves in brightfield are a good
example of such irregular but reproducible curves. This method lets the user control where the image is
taken relative to an FM ratio curve, regardless of the exact shape of the curve. The user picks the
preferred image (in fluorescence or brightfield). Gen5 tries to find similarly focused images. Bright
field is used during auto focus to minimize photo-bleaching the cells. Final images can be
captured in fluorescence or in brightfield.

Auto Focus Timeline
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Out-of-Focus Images

When all attempts to capture images that match the
current settings fail, Gen5 takes the best or closest
image possible. Thus, Gen5's auto focus methods may
acquire out-of-focus images or images that do not
meet criteria. When this happens, Gen5 marks the
well with a red border in the plate view matrix.
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User-Trained Auto Focus

The Cytation supports user-trained auto focus to overcome challenges that prevent image-based auto
focus from performing well. Some examples of when user-trained auto focus can improve results are:

l Debris or dead cells cause focus in the wrong focal plane;

l Thick biology causes the focal plane to shift from frame to frame;

l Overexposure causes poor focus;

l When other auto focus methods are liable to bleach fluorescent dyes.

As its name implies, this method begins with the user picking the best in-focus location of the sample.
This is the "training" step, when the user tells Gen5 where to take the image. Then, Gen5 takes a
reference scan in Bright Field and saves the scan with the protocol, preserving the user's preferred focal
location, and providing a way to cross-correlate future acquired images. When plates are read in the
experiment, Gen5 finds similarly focused images (instead of the sharpest image it can find).

User-trained auto focus is available for all color channels, and for montage and z-stacking. But, the
reference scan is always done in Bright Field.

Testyour sampleinBrightFieldusingManualModetoensureausefulscanofyour samplecanbeobtained.

Limitations:

l Experiment Mode only

l A poor reference scan (in brightfield) will cause this method to fail. For example, very thin samples
and dirty well bottoms are known to produce poor brightfield images.

User-Trained Auto Focus Sequence of Events
1. The user manually focuses on a representative image (in the experiment's primary color channel),

choosing the best in-focus position.

2. Gen5 performs a Bright Field scan around the user's focus position. Then, Gen5 uses the FM ratio
scan to identify the user's position relative to the scan. Note: the user's position does not have to be
the peak.

3. Gen5 performs an FM scan on the sample wells, compares the curve to the training scan, and uses
cross-correlation to determine the difference between them. The training (Scan 1 below) and the
sample (Scan 50 below) curves do not have to be identical, just similar in shape.
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4. Using the difference it calculated with cross-correlation, Gen5 captures images in the shifted
location.

Applying User-Trained Auto Focus

User-trained autofocus is available only in Experiment Mode.

Prerequisite: a properly plated sample that closely represents your experiment samples is required.

1. Create an imaging experiment with the correct plate type selected.

2. After selecting the objective and desired color channels in the Read Step, click Options for the first
channel.
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3. De-select "Use default focus options."

4. Change the Focus method to User-
trained auto focus. Gen5 immediately
prompts you to take a reference scan. Or,
you can click the Capture Reference
Scan icon.

5. Use the focus tools to find the best location
and exposure settings and click Save
Settings. Gen5 captures a scan based on
your choice.

Gen5 begins the session with the first color
channel, but changes to Bright Field to take
the scan.

Click the button to view the scan.
Typically, for any subsequent color channels,
you will use the same auto focus settings
defined for the first channel:

40X and 60X Objectives
When applying user-trained autofocus with high-power objectives, adjust these parameters for the best
results:
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